Unabridged Comments
‐

Lessons from the Lakeside represents the new “Jonathan Livingston Seagull”
of the 21st century to usher in a new chapter of societal transformation. Its
effective use of anthropomorphism to impart wisdom provides a powerful
literary device that delivers spiritual nutrition in an era when people are
starving for universal truths and solutions. As such, it also captivates reader
in an attention‐deficit society that sometimes would rather hear the mystical
“truth” from “Moma” a mallard duck, than from a human. Lessons from the
Lakeside has the potential to serve as literature’s next cultural phenomenon.

Catherine J. Rourke, Editor and Publisher – The Sedona Observer
‐

I think this may be the best, most personal, story of one person’s struggle to
remain awake and present, in touch with the wisdom that comes through in
each and every interaction, if only we’re awake enough to experience it.
Struggle, persistence, renewal and love, describe for me each day in the
garden. The willingness to maintain an attitude of not knowing, allowing
wisdom to come through was an unexpected delight.

Mark Stafford Dailey – Computer Scientist
‐

We must visit our self first to find out who we are and find solutions to our
conflicts. Taking a good look at nature is one of the best ways to get to the
solutions. This is not different anywhere in the world. Congratulation from
your friend and sister in Afghanistan.

Dr. S ‐ Afghanistan
‐

What a beautifully written book! It has such a nice flow and rhythm to it, with
a few surprises too. I am inspired and excited. I believe I can apply some of
Moma’s lessons to my own life. Lessons from the Lakeside is a book to be
enjoyed by everyone young and old. People of all backgrounds can read it
over and over again. I truly believe this book is going to take off like wildfire.

Nancy Peterson‐ New Mexico
‐

The preview of the manuscript Lessons from the Lakeside gave me solace and
the courage to pause and listen to my inner‐wisdom. Thank you for our
contribution.

‐

The way you unfold our need for a return to nature warmed my heart and
allowed me to realize that I had isolated myself from my very source. Bravo!
This is a book I will read more than once.

Anonymous

‐

